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I read the article by Haemmerli et al on the 
performance of ChatGPT- 3.5 in generating 
treatment recommendations for central 
nervous system (CNS) tumours, which 
were then evaluated by tumour board (TB) 
experts. While the study did illuminate prom-
ising aspects of the Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) model, the design of the prompt used 
to interact with ChatGPT warrants further 
consideration.

In the study, the prompt employed was a 
brief patient history, followed by two ques-
tions, which appears to have limited the 
model’s performance. As a sophisticated 

large language model (LLM), GPT- 3.5 
relies heavily on the context and speci-
ficity of the provided prompt.1 2 Based 
on cited literature, an alternative prompt 
structure could have included context, 
specific intent, a question and an expected 
response format. Moreover, pretraining 
the LLM with examples of the expected 
answer significantly improves the quality 
of the answer.2 3 Finally, the introduction 
of GPT- 4 in early March 2023 has shown 
considerable improvement in under-
standing and generating responses when 
compared with ChatGPT- 3.5.4 5

Table 1 ChatGPT- 3.5 from the paper’s online supplemental material S1 (6), chaptGPT- 3.5 and GPT- 
4 adapted output

ChatGPT- 3.5 with simple prompt (from 
the study6)

ChatGPT- 3.5 with pretraining and 
structured prompt

GPT- 4 with pretraining and structured 
prompt

Patient 9

‘(…)the patient has a malignant brain 
tumour known as an astrocytoma. These 
tumours are typically treated with a 
combination of surgery, radiation therapy 
and chemotherapy.(…)’

‘Oncological diagnosis: Glioblastoma 
(WHO grade IV) right precentral 
lesion(…)
Proposed treatment: Palliative care, 
supportive management.
Discussion: Considering the patient’s 
age, comorbidities and postoperative 
complications, the panel recommends a 
palliative approach.(…)’

‘Oncological diagnosis:
Glioblastoma (WHO grade IV) Right 
precentral Lobe(…)
Proposed treatment:
Due to the poor general condition and 
advanced age of the patient,(…)focus 
should be on symptomatic relief, quality 
of life, and palliative care.
Discussion:
(…)The tumour board suggests 
a supportive and palliative care 
approach(…). Regular follow- ups with 
palliative care and neurology teams 
should be established(…).’

Patient 10

‘(…)the patient likely has a grade III or IV 
astrocytoma.
The best adjuvant treatment for this type 
of tumour would likely be a combination of 
radiation therapy and chemotherapy with 
temozolomide
It is also important to note that the patient 
has IDH- 1
wild type, which is associated with 
poor outcome and less response to 
chemotherapy and radiation therapy.’

‘Oncological diagnosis: Glioblastoma 
(WHO grade IV) left frontotemporal 
lesion
Proposed treatment: Radiotherapy and 
chemotherapy.
Discussion: In the case of a gross 
total resection of a left frontotemporal 
glioblastoma, the neurotumour board 
recommends adjuvant treatment 
with radiotherapy and chemotherapy.
(…)Close monitoring and follow- up 
will be essential to assess treatment 
response(…)’

‘Oncological diagnosis:
Glioblastoma (WHO grade IV) left 
frontotemporal lobe
proposed treatment:
(…)Standard adjuvant radiotherapy and 
chemotherapy using temozolomide 
according to the STUPP protocol.(…)
Discussion:
(…)an unmethylated MGMT promoter 
suggests a less favourable response to 
temozolomide chemotherapy, however, 
given the patient’s overall good health 
status, adjuvant radiochemotherapy 
remains the standard of care.(…)’

MGMT, O6- methylguanine- DNA methyltransferase; IDH- 1, isocitrate dehydrogenase 1; STUPP protocol, temozolomide + radiotherapy 
according to Roger Stupp’s regimen
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With the application of these techniques, 
researchers could have guided the predictive capa-
bilities of the LLM to generate more relevant and 
contextually nuanced responses. This could have 
particularly helped in areas where the model under-
performed, such as precision in glioma subtypes and 
considerations of patient functional status.

As an illustration, both ChatGPT- 3.5 and GPT- 4 were 
pretrained with eight examples (patients 1–8, patient 
history followed by TB response) from online supple-
mental material of the study. A more context- specific 
prompt was then used with the history of patients 9 
and 10. Table 1 displays main output obtained using 
this technique, revealing enhanced precision in onco-
logical diagnosis, treatment discussions and patient 
functional status from ChatGPT- 3.5 compared with 
what was presented in the paper. GPT- 4 seemed to 
align even more closely with the board’s opinion, 
which was defined as the gold standard. Full discus-
sion with the chatbot is available in online supple-
mental material 1.

It is critical to acknowledge that the efficiency of 
LLMs applications heavily depends on the prompt 
used and the quality of the data given. Future research 
needs to employ a refined, context- driven approach 
in interacting with these models and the develop-
ment and sharing of prompt engineering techniques 
should continue to be prioritised.

In conclusion, the exploration of LLM in CNS 
oncology research is commendable, but it is essen-
tial to optimise the methodology to fully unlock the 
true potential of AI tools in such a complex and chal-
lenging clinical landscape.
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